Stash 168  
C 100  
A 150  
74  
85  
Stash 260

5540

Cold
SA JUO 43

Becky (212) 206-5355

TX IGJAAAN

Donna Erstemberger  
& Yvonne Mandol

DeWitt Daqweat

Julia Brown (520) 760-0779
Manitouman Press, L'wood
4201 196th St SW, 512 7
-502 R'velt
522 - 9583

dreams / alchemy

✓ do it still (to two day)

for David Bacon
Oh, I'm the cook
of the Nancy Brig.
The bosun (boatswain's)
light
and the midship light
and the crew of
the Captain's gig.

Sorry (can't remember more)

Wilma LaFavor
(253) 752 9099
file cards
index tabs
notebooks
3 chain binders (9") (1" diam.)

Minuteman: take samples
my family remembered dreams.

- When I say terribly
  rem bed, I do mean
  dreams up terrible.
  Only remembering
  a kind of catalogue...

within (soul) lasted
was up to me.

watch
And very on Xolay when
that, what has been
a way of life in
places such as man
C is meant to
me to spend or to
spend or spend, but it had to come
turning somehow.

We do go back
before meeting us / teachers
next to me, to spare or obtain.
fan ace @ Peter's

3rd OK

tree etc / no parking

legament of Tully's
alley betw 4th & 5th

turn R to Dayton,
" in alley betw 4th & 5th"
Rm 605
Pat Hollingsworth
Nancy 2.7 can
Barbara Kindness

To do: care a teaspoon of mo.

Not earthly good

Green elephant
Atwood cell
(208) 910 8500

spec: Sun Band

Ca Endite
- G water in nearby on 4 am
Island Dawn. 1:30

Mi'kmaq Press - Sept. 6th

fell CKV
C'a Chiven Regal
Jack D? W Turkey?
Linda

Born...

Turn L @ 1/4

out 2 blocks

101 NW 5th

take R @ T

4 blocks L

day @ 1/2

X Santa
\[
\frac{175}{626} = \frac{75}{313}
\]
clouds, ruin of future

Paul has come back to M. Could other things:
- when I married 08

Can wavy is the
LYS cell
200 595 - 1106

7/12 5mm x 2'
10/4 x 107 re cells

Kale 7/28 OK
9/6 small

Mar 05
2 qtr 1st GN mph 2
Sap & chads
Jan. 7 - New mail

Jan. 22 - Feb. 17
N'way

Amid
425 - 809 - 1823

can count on
thumber of hand...

Shuler Slaughter
for Teacher
as if it were a law 7 nature.

624-6852

wife (A & record)

that part 7 TX
got define in world.

Practically that.

normally to to
We had to... several for something
num-bird: devotional
westmost
Samantha

phil os can quiet perform us: then silence 7 time trees crash...

normally intro'd
5-10-10
bone meal
alum sulphate

And all, yes?
What a grave boy you are

dream: Menia/geog ba

"else monymany," he challenge
- ghoto

Conga line of cloud pulls
Joe Aceti
(425) 485-2787
(Mtm - movie)

Oysters
indignation on Sound

Pyeon naggle
cold blood

Astonishing you
Mon., May 3, 1964

Moon sighting

- Aerial stack of barrels

Ed Mazen

del Cobre -

5 of F + Lowell,

E side at

Moon - spring

as tides are shifted

by moon
Trans (1 hr)
10 11:30 1:30 3

Sat. Noon 4 & 2
"Wונג spel Migration"
Win Nell's Career Center
Store, 12500 N. Victory
Village Dr.
622-6014 for reservations
Tucson Museum of Art -
Case Condeza
140 N Main
1-3:30 woodcarving, music,
cooking exhibits
Dan - no
$200 Dachy
$200 Amanda
(2/2) - chat w/
592 - 11/19

generally eat 2 hours
1 hour = 2 courses

Siberian Wall / 12

dark gravel red
aggravating as base

desperately circus troops
ask to join
acrobatic barrel...
not of pyramid

They will cur in tro

ranting even when

No more than that or me

A minute at

Cgandell 5.1
Kanter Morgan
Borellgas
Emp Dist Elee
Drug Ed
Cont Ed
Box 've don't mat'd
OSEC
UP Stewart
Wellman

\[
\begin{align*}
-5 & \leq x \\
\frac{1 \leq x}{50} & \leq \frac{c}{5} \\
\frac{c}{380} & \leq \sqrt{10 \text{ plants}}
\end{align*}
\]
Making of Amca Archive

This individual...

It's reading / just

from minute

to next.

I wouldn't in

front.
$1,050 / y2

500 lb
850 in gal

$650 each
12

SIRI

Poneau 3.1
Raymond 3.5

Empire 5.5
Languin on

FPL 3.7
American 5.5

Chanson 5.4?

Du Pont
JPMorgan 3.5

Verizon 4.2

Warneria 3.5

W Fargo 5.1

Dupont 3.1

VZ 4.2

American 5.5

Empire 5.5
analemma(?)

What is this?

had a way of

P/ ya not dumb, don't ever try.

If this were simply true for assembled ignorance,
in 1 of his paint

slughard
roundup
fort 12 varsio
now patch by shed
manacid or mael
C - Andrea taget
Adcon?

sum: twin's
rep. dup

toby, come here
us no.
roll up moon
needed:
- Juniper
- 10 heathers
- Japanese maple?
- Chix manure

service received
name
156 Jourley
158 " "
155 @ GAH!
100/60

call us July
for Aug.
never eat scones
nocturnal rumblings
annoyance
we are not full-just men.
Knocked dead by life.

Inhalation of 7 hoodies

470 - 4028
223 - 1944

C: 16 - from Holy shudder

front
red turgs
Vilemurus

3 front azaleas
5 sick blends
1 x en escallonia (except drwell)
Shoedie sells
on by path
pained by bank

$30.95 - 99-09
$19.71 - $5.5

plot money - $1

agreed
morning

3

2

1

1

Nora's

love

God
litigated
contradicted. principle of
intended traits.
represented as Scripture
Wound of the organs
Damon. mind -

appomment

circumcision

homeland

umbrella of flowers

Venus and "Vili"
as all: Impidolisation
in a world,
...at comparison?
Felled? Empt and
empty.

have an opinion for
every matter

take money on

good house 7 soul
May 17—0W Lib
moon
Terrorism
Mich over into memery
14 things out/foreground streak in me

4.23.6.09
Ats mo and unexpected
App on from G. Jackson

1251 - 9768

but apparently he did not want to run
comp. in w/ Toby

he said of feeling

Music seemed him strait

to much.
Gerald M. Am 5-09-67 4-4-74  

Mail has mail  
@ inland.net.com  

Bob & Connie Smell  
Tom & Mary Jo  
Jean & Jo Ann  
Muriel & Ann
Vivander of Time

(a person)

This was a neat around...a

Paintbrush

370, 000, 37, 000, 00

Maynard Dixon

2 Madison CA

425-455-9785

Annabelle
Jens x Maria ca #
- natural public health
- title: center in center
  room

2 p.m.

picture /

Doesn't it just melt your
heart?

Fed - yah
sometime
Rick<br>Ritchay<br>P+1 Sum. reg.<br>Prue's arm<br>Lake Dist.<br>

Good night—play a<br>mind tune (Dana)<br>Blossoms of sailboats<br>thing I want
Mt. Carmel: ice on green virgin - straw -
circles in wheels -
with bands of crystal -
grass
Oct 1920
790

July 4

Medicare billing
and happen by summer.

I don't like

Laughter 7 relief
having arrived (mugger
in copter cried)
General

Laughter or relief @

hang around. Last,

mutter. My screams

7 doves missing,

rocky morning.

Black sheep

magically blend

you were a stitch.

her hair seemed from

(hue) in a way, like my

dreams)
own equity of chi

Selfly me. I thought

outliving myself to

rights of an dream

involveing
Stay
2 tomato nets
Hi-Tes Hart
Pineapple sage
Propane torch
48 PMix
2 C smoke
Roundup Stava
A Go That's Gone
Tiffany
200 680-8827
425 501-2075
May 13
503 (436-1097)
Nielsen's @ Court
May 20 '67
Pacific Way 7/112
Calleyn 4-3827
Nelson to May 26
& at beach for summer weekend

- word wall books
- paint brushes
- stringers (.8" chain
7 x 60? before)

- for: how: unusual:
- 7 x 60
Canyonlands:
- Manow 7: early
- Lizard calisthenics
- Vivid small Uncle paintbrush
- dampness (0.8" rain 72 hrs? before)

Meta 10: constant cold
17 (wildness)

Pot shreds from moon from Mars, from planets unknown
Lightning frozen in stone
Jack Ewinn, Moab
Col. De Haan

full moon, Cedar City
Sat. 24

Molly Hottz -
market rider -
(Mandella has)

Lori Morrow -
1-mm rounds of
Cascade County

HP laser 700
ink cartridge
I am 67 now. Every singular day by day I knowing.

Tody, Tody, Tody.

Patience I stone, how it awaits us.

I read go on.

It leaves me right by.
scotch tape 3/4"

HP Jet 700 ink cartridge

Dacron refills

HP Laserjet printer 5 MP

Mont Blanc rollerball pens

C/17 Rented P 20c NB

haircut

post office

office D

Stay-Vacation 7 (call)
Will it count in 50 years a hundred?

Joseph White
78 Meadowlark Dr.
Kalispell 59901

She Remember

You want to get yourself a PA @ Holy Will. They're really something.

Source: Rab neal
"Eddie, are they gonna put you under water?"

"Put"

"There ain't no Baptists."

"Baptists?" I said.

"They're there. You wanna throw a fit? You thrown any good fits?"

Damon asked with a common sense.

"You damned pepper. What're you doin' here?"
Eddie:

My old man made me. 'Ye gat help get devil out of me, he says.
spikes
pineapple sage
basil plant
cheese and canape
tomato rings
10 1/2

spruce seeds?
ammonium sulphate?
\[
\frac{5.370 \times 15}{1.25} = 79.75\%
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
5.70 @ 15.70 & \times 15 = 78 \\
5.20 @ 15.70 & \times 15 = 78
\end{align*}
\]
bottled
all together...
ashes
May 00
Dr. ink & Cig are
sug are
N E x SIX -'06
- store w/Penguin
PN - fax
A must ask me,
my tongue in all honesty
came icy candared
, Edith Rice with,
unusual way.
hoped will to exit

I'd say we really tended to a point
man, I probably mind
we no better.

'Sweet Tornado
in Tucson

advancing dark-honey
Tricking me, till
it was
really, really have
to

Stop me of that--
we are, known end of
enlarging (B mtk)

former (of my yst)
he said disdainly,

... boys &...
"Point Yokah, 20th century.

cause of it was

Nu-Road

Cena w 366-0305

14715 Amma M+F 8

Aper Alpin (BBQ)
306-5657

Smith Xname & Xsmith
5333 Ballard NW
783-9115 Sat. 9:30
dratper 1/4" x 6" (5-3)

Tomato Rings

Nu-Rod 6" shank 12

Large 5 qt. Kettle

Cruxwell Ace 784-0006

Gord Tmr V 783-2900

Entl. Life $14.99

7759-15th NW
Sundays
Sam Smith
Say Anything
Life of Something Like It
Paradise View
Cinderella Liberty
Trouble in Mind (Rudolph)
5E
31
C 150-24-4523
2451

I-175 (101)
C 75 (66)
stock 450 (400)

Accord key

NEV
662 RMA

Rm 242